Detailed spectroscopy of medium-mass nuclei extending towards the neutron drip line provides new insights into nuclear science, ranging from understanding the r-process, causes of nuclear ground-state shape transitions, quantifying "decay heat" discrepancies in nuclear fuel cycles and the "reactor neutrino anomaly" [1] . The CARIBU [2] radioactive beam facility at Argonne National Laboratory has begun to deliver low-energy and re-accelerated exotic beams for a variety of experiments. Fission fragments from a 1.7-Ci 252 Cf source are rapidly thermalized in a gas catcher, before purification in an isobar separator and delivery to experiments.
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The new SATURN decay station [3] has been built for detailed β-decay spectroscopy of un-accelerated (2 keV) CARIBU beams and an extended science campaign was started during 2015. The SATURN system is designed to be flexible, with a variety of possible tape configurations, beam sweeping modes and plastic β-detectors for use with and without tape. The system is operated with the "X-Array" HPGe clover array, with auxiliary LaBr 3 counters and with a CLYC neutron-detector array. A Total Absorption Gamma-ray Spectrometer (TAGS) [4] has also been commissioned. Many new research projects are underway, including investigating the 132 Sn doubly-magic shell closure, shape changes in Mo isotopes, decay-heat curves of refractory materials, the shape of β-delayed neutron spectra, and data-base anomalies which could explain the reactor anti-neutrino puzzle. This presentation will review the performance of SATURN, our first data and physics results from the low-energy campaign.
